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We consider commutators of the form R,, p = i[f(P), x(Q)], where P, Q are an 
irreducible canonical pair of selfadjoint operators in Hilbert space ([P. Q] = -i)* 
and where f; g are real-valued functions with f’, g’ E L’(R). A necessary and 
suff’cient condition for R,,, to be of rank one [zero] is given. Some necessary and 
some sufficient conditions are given for R,,x, >O For example. it is necessary that 
both f; R are strictly monotone (unless R,,x= 0). If K,, is the set of bounded 
functions ,f such that f has an analytic continuation to a strip ]Im 31 <a with 
(Im ;)(Im/‘(-)) 20, then it is sufficient that /E K,, and ,q~ K, with ah> n.2. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this article we consider commutators of the form 
R,:,=iCf(pL s(Q,l- U'(P) g(Q)- dQ).f(f')). (1.1) 
Here P, Q are a canonical pair of selfadjoint operators in the Hilbert space 
H = L’(R), assumed to be realized by Qu(x) = xu(x) and Pu(x) = -iu’(x). 
,L g are real-valued, measurable, and bounded functions on R, so that f(P), 
g(Q) and R.L, are bounded and selfadjoint. We are interested in the 
following problems. 
(Pl ) Determine all pairs {.fi g} such that R,,, 3 0. 
(P2) Determine all pairs (A g} such that R,. p 3 0 with rank one. 
(P3) Determine all pairs {h g} such that R,,, =O. 
It seems that little has been known about positive commutators of the 
form R,... The only nontrivial example known appears to be the pair 
f‘(x) = arctan(x/2), g(x) = tanh(x), (1.2) 
* This work was partially supported by NSF Grant DMS-8603627. 
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which was discovered by Howland [ 11. In what follows we shall give a 
large number of such pairs {j; g}, although we are not able to solve (Pl ) 
completely. In particular it will be seen that tanh(x) is a basic function in 
these problems. 
On the other hand, we are able to solve (P2) and (P3) completely, under 
the additional assumption that 
f’, g’EL’(-‘X, cc) (real-valued ). (1.3) 
Before describing our results, we give some preliminary considerations. 
Assuming (1.3), we say that a pair (A g) is udmissible if R,., 3 0. Suppose 
that {.L g} is admissible. Then {Af + A,, Bg + B, ) is obviously admissible 
if A, B, A,, B, are real constants with AB>O. If we write g(x) = -g( -.u), 
then {g, f} is also admissible; this follows from the fact that there is a 
unitary operator that transforms P into Q and Q into -P. Other 
admissible pairs are created by translations. Indeed we have, writing 
.fJ-u)=.f(.\--.Y), 
R 
1,. Yi =U ‘R,,,U, u=e , 
‘,Q’f’ s, t E R, (1.4) 
where U is a unitary operator. Thus the pair {j,, g,} is admissible. 
More admissible pairs are constructed by superposing these translates. 
Thus if dv and dp are ,finite positioe measures on R, the functions 
u =.f * d/l, 11 = g * d\’ (1.5) 
form an admissible pair (* denotes convolution). To justify this assertion, 
it will suffice to note that U, c’ satisfy (1.3) withf; g; f,(P) depends on s con- 
tinuously; and u(P) = j f,(P) dp( ~) J is well defined. Thus R,,,. 3 0 follows by 
integrating (1.4) with respect to the positive product measure dp(s) dv(t). 
If we fix ,f and vary dp, u varies over the cone K[f ] c L x generated by 
.f’and its translates. Similarly for c. Thus we obtain two cones K[f] and 
K[g] such that (u, u} is admissible whenever u~K[f] and vcK[g]. 
Another transformation that leaves ( 1.1) invariant is a correlated dilution. 
If 0 > 0, the operators D, defined by (D,u)(x) = 0”2u(~.x) form a unitary 
group on H with multiplicative parameter 8. From the well-known 
relations, 
.f(O ‘PI = Do f(P) D,.,,, R(OQ) = D,, s(Q) D, or (1.6) 
it follows that 
R,.,. = DnR,.,D,;o for u(x) =.f(O ‘x), u(x) = g(0.x). (1.7) 
Thus we obtain a family of pairs (u, o) such that R,,, 30. In this case, 
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however, superposition is not applicable, since the parameter 0 appears in 
the two functions. 
Stmtlarly, if R,,, is of rank one, the same is true of R,,,. for the following 
two cases: u(x) =,f,(x), v(x) = g,(x), and u(x) =f‘(Q ‘x), u(x) = g(Ox). 
Here superposition is impossible even for the translates, since it will destroy 
the rank one property. 
We now describe briefly the main results of this paper. The answer to 
(P3) is simple: R,,,= 0 if and only if at least one off; g is a constant. 
On the other hand, R,,,>O but #O requires that ,J g be both strictly 
increasing or both strictly decreasing. We note also that R,, y > 0 implies 
that R,,, is in the trace class. For details see Theorems I and I’ in Section 2. 
The answer to (P2) is that the pair 
,f(x) = tanh(ax), g(x) = tanh(hx), where ah = 7~12, (1.8) 
is essentiafly the only solution. Any other solution is obtained from (1.8) by 
a translation and a correlated dilation mentioned above, plus a trivial 
transformation such as f++ Af+ A,, g H Bg + B,. In particular f(x) = 
tanh((n/2)“’ x) is selfadmissible, with R,, , of rank one. For more precise 
statement, see Theorem II in Section 3. 
We have no comparable answer to (Pl). But if we write K, for 
K[tanh(nx/2u)], it follows from the results just mentioned that R,,,.>O 
whenever ME K, and UEK~ with ah = 7112. Actually it can be shown that 
ah 2 7c/2 suffices; see Theorem III in Section 4. In fact there is some reason 
to conjecture that these are the only solutions to (Pl). It will be noted that 
tanh(nx/2a) and its translates are the extreme points of K,. 
The definition of K, just given is constructive but not convenient in 
verifying whether or not a given function belongs to it. There is a simple 
intrinsic characterization of K,: we have f E K, if and only if ,f(x) is real- 
valued, bounded on R, and has an analytic continuationf(=) on the strip 
IIm ~1 <u such that (Im z)(Imf(z)) 3 0. We shall use this as the definition 
of K, in the text. 
2. THE INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION 
In what follows we always assume ( 1.3). It implies that h g are bounded 
and absolutely continuous, with f( of: x) and g( f CC) well defined. We 
write 
Cfl=f(+m)-f-a). 
We denote by 9 the Fourier transform, and by 11 II,, the L”(R)-norm. 
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In this section we deduce an integral representation for R,, g. As is well 
known, f(P) is 1/2n-times the convolution operator with a singular 
function i/z(~)/.x, where h(x) = (FJ”‘)( -s) is continuous. We have 
h( -x) = h(x), 40) = u-1. (2.0 
From ( 1.1) we see that R,, fi is formally an integral operator with kernel 
r-(x, y)=(27r) ’ (g(x)-g(y))h(x-I’)/(x-p). (2.1) 
It is necessary, however, to clarify in what sense Y represents R,... 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Y(X, J) is continuous fijr x # J, r(y, X) = T(x, J), and 
r E L,‘,,(R’). Indeed \ve huoe, for any I> 0, 
I Id-~, Y)I dx4vdn~m’j llhll, Ilg’ll, =n ‘[ lI.f’llI Ilg’ll,. (2.2) 11; ~>‘I 6 / 
ProoJ It suffices to prove (2.2). A simple computation using the change 
of the integration variables to x, z = x - .r gives the result. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Jfq56 Cl;‘, then 
R,,,4=r*b- r(.,y)4(y)dyELz; i‘ (2.3) 
note that the integral exists and belongs to L,‘,, by Proposition 2.1. 
Proof: It suffices to show that 
where ( , ) denotes the pairing between L,‘,, and COX. Since R,.,q3~ L2, 
(2.4) will imply (2.3). 
Now (2.4) is easy to prove if ,f’ and g’ are in C,X. Indeed, (2.1) shows 
that 
2zr(x, y) = h(x - y) 1’ g’(y + t(x - ~1)) dt E Y(R’) 
0 
because h, g’ E Y(R), Y denoting the Schwartz space. The general case can 
be dealt with by approximating f’ and g’ by sequences of CR-functions f,,' 
and g;, respectively, in L’-norm. Since COX is dense in L’, and since (2.2) 
shows that the mapf’, g’++ r is continuous from L’ x L’ into L:,,, we have 
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(r,*~,~>-t(r*~,~>,njx, with obvious notation. On the other 
hand, .f, and g, tend uniformly to .f and g, respectively (if appropriately 
normalized), so that.L,(f’) -f’(p) and g,,(Q) --, g(Q), hence (R,,,.,,2d, $I+ 
(R,,4, $). Thus we obtain (2.4) in the limit as n -+ z. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Jf R,, fi > 0, then 
h(O) g’(x) 3 0 for u.e. .K, (2.5) 
47r2 lr(x, y)12 d h(O)’ g’(x) g’(y) ,fiw a.e. .Y, 1’. (2.6) 
Proof: First we note that the kernel r is positive definite: (r * c,& 4) 3 0 
for tjJ E c;, as is seen from (2.4). 
Let r,, E C(R’) be a regularization of r obtained by replacing g in (2.1) 
by g,, = [,, * g, where [,, 3 0 is the Friedrichs mollifier (this r,, is different 
from the r,, used above). A simple computation show that 
(rd, 4) =I i,,(t)(r * do,, d,> & 4,(-K) = 4(-y - f), $4 E c,; 
Since r is positive definite, we have (r * 4,, 4,) 2 0, hence (r,,d, C#J) 2 0 for 
4 E C,X. Thus Y,> is also positive definite, and it follows from a classical 
theorem that r,Jx, x) 3 0 and jr,,(x, y)12 d rn(x, x) r,,(y, y) for every x, ~3. 
But g,, = [, * g implies that g,,(x) + g(x) uniformly and that g:,(x) -P g’(x) 
in L’, hence a.e. x along a subsequence. It follows that r,,(x, -v) -+ r(x, y) for 
all x # I’, while 2nr,,(x, x) = h(0) g;,(x) --) h(0) g’(x) for a.e. x along a 
subsequence, and similarly for r,!(y, J)). Thus we obtain (2.5) and (2.6) in 
the limit as n--f r;. 
THEOREM I. In order that R,., = 0, it is necessary and sufficient that at 
Ieast one of 1; g is a constant. In order that R,, ,~ 2 0 but #O, it is necessary 
that ,J g are both .strictly increasing or both strictly decreasing. 
Proqf: It is obvious that R,;, = 0 if one of.f, g is a constant. 
To prove the remainder of the theorem, assume R,; R 3 0. First suppose 
that [,f] > 0, so that h(0) > 0 by (2.0). Equation (2.5) then implies that 
g’(x) 2 0 a.e. If g’(x) = 0 on a set of positive measure, we may assume that 
(2.6) holds for some x with g’(x) = 0, so that r(x, .Y) =O for a.e. 4’. Then 
(2.1) shows that g(y) = g(x) for 1.x - ~1 < 6, where 6 is such that h(s) > 0 
for /z/ < 6. Hence g’(y) = 0 for /y- I/ < 6. Continuing this argument, we 
see that g’(y) = 0 identically. Thus g must be a constant. 
If g is not a constant, therefore, g is strictly increasing. Then [g] > 0, 
hence [g] >O, too (recall that g(x) = -g( -x) and that {g,fj is 
admissible with {,L g}). By symmetry it follows that ,f‘ is also strictly 
increasing. 
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The case [f] < 0 can be handled similarly. 
Finally suppose that [,f] = 0. In this case h(0) = 0, and (2.6) shows that 
T(X, y) = 0 a.e. (Actually this is true for all x # I’, since r is continuous 
there.) If f is not a constant, /z is not identically zero, and there is a real 
number A # 0 such that h(x) = h( -.Y) # 0 in some neighborhood of x = k3.. 
Then we see from (2.1) with r(x, JX) =O, that g(x) - g(y) =0 whenever 
x ~ J’ is close to k i,. Thus for any x E R, we have g(x) - g(x + E) = (g(r) - 
g(x + A)) + (g(x + i>) - g(s + c)) = 0 for sufficiently small IsI. Hence g must 
be a constant. 
Collecting the results, we have proved Theorem I. 
THEOREM I’. R,, ,~ 3 0 imphes that R,, ,~ belongs to the truce cluss, M.ith the 
trace norm not exceeding [,f‘] [g]/2n. 
Proof. This is essentially known; note that .f’( P) and g(Q) have simple 
spectra by Theorem I (see [2. Theorems 4.5 and 6.21). It may also be 
proved by computing tr r,, = J r,,(.y, x) d-v and going to the limit. 
3. COMMUTATORS OF RANK ONE 
In this section we solve (P2). 
THEOREM II. We have R ,,,=oOw,O#cr,~H, fund only lf 
.f(x)=A tanh(a(x-a))+ A,, g(x) = B tanh(h(x - 8)) + B,, 
W(X) = (AB/2a)“’ e’“” ?) sech(h(x- 8)) 
(3.1) 
XER, 
where a>O, h> 0, cq p, ;I, A, B, A,, und B, are real constants restricted by 
ab = ~42, AB>O. (3.la) 
The “if” part is a simple exercise and may be left to the reader. We shall 
prove the “only if” part. Assume that R,,, = o @w, Q # 0. Then we have, 
in view of (2.1) and (2.3) 
r(x, y) = (271) ’ (g(x) - g(y)) h(x- y)/(.u- y) = o(x) W(y) a.e. in R2. 
(3.2) 
We use (3.2) to show that,f, g, and o are smooth functions. We begin with 
a preliminary result. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. w, h, f’, und g’ are continuous, with .f I, g’ both .strictl> 
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positive or both strictly negative. h(x) and o(x) never vanish. Moreover, M’e 
have 
g’(x) = d ’ Iw(x)~*, d = [f]/27c. (3.3) 
Proof: First we note that h(0) = [J’] # 0 by Theorem I, hence h(z) # 0 
for small Z. Since r(x, y) is continuous for x # y (Proposition 2.1) it 
follows from (3.2) that w can be identified with a continuous function. 
Moreover, W(X) never vanishes. Indeed, o(x) = 0 for some .Y implies by 
(3.2) that g(y) = g(x) for J’ close to X, since h(z) # 0 for small 2. Continuing 
the same argument, it follows that g = const, hence w = 0, a contradiction. 
Then (3.3) follows on letting y -+x in (3.2). Equation (3.3) shows that g’ 
is continuous and strictly positive or negative (already known). The same 
is true off“ by symmetry. Finally (3.3) shows that f’ and g’ are of the same 
sign. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. gE C’(R), o, u = log(o) E C’(R), and h E C’(R\(O}). 
Proof: Since w is continuous and never vanishes by Proposition 3.1, we 
can define a continuous function u = log(o). Taking log of (3.2) gives 
u(x) + U(y) = const + log(h(x - y)/(x - y)) + log(g(x) - g(y)). (3.4) 
Now we introduce two test functions d, $ E C,‘-(R) with disjoint supports, 
where $ is temporarily fixed with ( 1, $) = 1. Then we multiply (3.4) with 
d”(,y) ‘b(Y) + 4’(x) ‘Y(Y) = (a, + a,.)(d’(x) ‘MY)) (3.5) 
and integrate on R’. Here it is important to note that the possible 
singularity of (3.4) at x = y can be disregarded, due to the disjointness of 
the supports of 4 and II/. On the left member of (3.4), the first term U(X) 
contributes (u, d”) to the integral, by (1, $) = 1 and ( 1, $‘) = 0. The 
second term U(y) contributes zero, by ( 1, 4”) = 0 = ( 1, 4’). On the right 
member of (3.4) the first two terms also contribute zero. Indeed, the 
integral on R* of a function of the form F(x - y)(o’, + a,.) G(x, y) is always 
zero, if FE C and GE CA. Finally, the contribution of the last term in (3.4) 
yields, on integration by parts, an expression (@, #‘), where 
a(.~) = - j” (d-y) - d.~)) ’ (g’(-u) ~ g’(y)) NY) dv, 
a continuous function on R\supp($) by Proposition 3.1. 
The net result of this operation is that 
(K 4”) = (@, 4’) (3.6) 
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is true for any 4 E C$(R) with supp(4) disjoint from supp($). It follows 
that U’ - @== const outside supp($), so that U’ is a continuous function 
there. But since supp($) can be chosen anywhere, we conclude that 
u’eC(R). Hence o=e” and g’=d ’ (e~(‘=d ‘e2Re(u1 are in C’(R). 
Finally, (3.4) shows that h’(z) is continuous for 3 # 0. This proves Proposi- 
tion 3.2. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. g satisfies the d!-fferential equation 
g”(xYg’(,~) + g“(Yw(P) 
= 2(g’(-x) - g’(l’))/(g(.\-I- g(Y))? .Y, PER. (3.7) 
Proof In view of Proposition 3.2, application of d, + 2,. to (3.4) gives 
u’(x) + U’(y) = k’(.~) - g’(Y)Mg(-~) - gb)), (3.8) 
first for x# y and then for all x, )’ by continuity. Since U= log(o), 
however, we have Re U’ = (log 101)’ = i g”/g’ by (3.3). Taking the real part 
of (3.8) and noting that g is real-valued, we obtain (3.7). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. o has the ,form o(x) =e’“(’ ;I lo(x)l, ‘<here x, ;’ ure 
real constants, and 0 < 1~1 E C’. 
Proof: Taking the imaginary part of (3.8) gives Im u’(x) = Im u’(y) for 
any x, y E R. Hence Im w’(x)/o(x) = Im r/(.x) = N = const, which implies 
that arg o(x) = c((x - y). The rest of the proposition follows from (3.5) and 
Proposition 3.2. 
Completion of the Proof of Theorem II. We can now solve the differen- 
tial equation (3.7). First we make some simplifications without losing 
generality. We may assume that d> 0, by changing the signs of x g if 
necessary. Then 0 < g’ EL’ n C ‘, and there is ~1 E R such that g”(y) = 0. 
Since (3.7) is translation invariant, as well as invariant under the transfor- 
mation g H ;lg + c, we may assume that g(0) = g”(0) = 0 and g’(0) = 1. On 
setting y=O in (3.7), we thus obtain 
g”/g’ = 2( g’ - 1 j/g, g(0) = g”(0) = 0, g’(0) = 1. (3.9) 
It is easily seen that the only global solution to (3.9), up to a dilation 
XH ix, is given by 
g(x) = tanh(x), g’(x) = sech2(x). (3.10) 
Then (3.3) gives w= (dg’)lt2 = d’l* sech(x). The phase factor e”(’ ;) 
given in Proposition 3.4 can be taken care of by translatingf: Equation (3.4) 
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then gives h(z) = 271 dz sech(x) sech(x - z)/(tanh(.y) - tanh(x - z)) = 
2n dz/sinh(z). Hencef’(x) = 9 ‘h = (rr’ d/2) sech2(nx/2), and Iinallyf(x) = 
Ted. tanh(rrx/2), which matches (3.3). It is obvious that these functions do 
satisfy R.,, R = w * w. 
If we take care of all the transformations mentioned above: translations 
in x and ,I; g, correlated dilations in x, we arrive at the general solution 
given in Theorem II. 
4. THE CONES K,, 
For each a > 0, let K, be the set of all real-valued hounded functions ,f’(x) 
on R such that ,f(x) has analytic continuation ,f(z) on the strip IIm z/ <N 
with 
(Im z)(Imf(z)) 30. (4.1) 
Equation (4.1) implies that ,f(x) is monotone increasing in x E R. Indeed, 
if f(z) = U(X, J) + iu(x, J) with U, u real-valued, the CauchyyRiemann con- 
dition implies that u,(x, 0) = v,.(x, 0). But since v(x, 0) = 0 and t’(x, JZ) 3 0 
for .r > 0 by (4.1) it follows that u,.(x, 0) 3 0. Hence f“(x) = u,(x, 0) 3 0. 
Obviously K, is a cone in L’(R), and K, 1 K, if u <h. If f‘~ K,, but 
f’$ K, for h > a, we shall say that ,f is a maximal element of K,. 
The following is the main theorem of this section. We denote by u, Li a 
pair of positive numbers such that air = n/2. 
THEOREM III. Let u > 0, f‘~ K, und g E Ksi. Then (,f; g ) is admissible, i.e., 
R,,,=i[f(P), g(Q)]>O. Moreover, R,,g belongs to the truce cluss, with tht> 
truce norm equal to [f][g]/2z. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. We give some typical examples of maximal elements 
of K,,. 
(a) tanh(6.u); (b) arctan( e”‘); (c) coth(rix) - (6.x) ‘; 
(d) arctan(x/u) = arctan(2&/n); (e) x(x’ + a’) ’ 2. 
Thus the functions (1.2) given by Howland satisfy ~‘EK~ and gE KXlr. 
Theorem III shows that {,t gj is admissible with good margin; indeed, 
2(n/2) = rr is twice the required number z/2. 
Note the irregularity in the factor of x between (a)-(c) and (d). The 
monotonicity and boundedness of these functions are obvious as well as 
their analyticity for [Im 21 <a. x= 0 is a removable singularity in (c). 
Condition (4.1) is verified for (a) by using Im tanh(z) = sin(2r)(cosh(2x) + 
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cos(2y)) ‘, and for (b) and (d) by Im arctan = $ log l(z + i)/(z - i)l. The 
function in (c) is analytic in the strip IIm ~1 <2a, but condition (4.1) is 
satisfied only for IIm ZI < a. 
According to Lemma 4.2 given below, Theorem III follows immediately 
by superposing the results of Theorem II (see remarks in Introduction). 
Note that the trace relation can easily be verified in the case of Theorem II, 
and that the trace and the trace norm coincide for positive operators. 
Compare also Theorem I’, where we had only an inequality instead of an 
equality. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let f‘: R + R. A necessary and sufficient condition ,for ,f E K, 
is that there is a finite positive measure dv on R such that 
f = @ * dv + c, Q(X) = tanh(dx), (4.2) 
ulhere c is a real constant. If f E K,,, dv is given by 
dv(x) = (2x) ’ lim Im f(x + iy) d-x, XER, (4.3) v 7 <I 
lim being taken in the sense of weak * convergence. 
The sufficiency of condition (4.2) is obvious because @iK,, by Exam- 
ple 4.1(a). The proof of the necessity will be reduced to another lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let F(z) be an analytic .function on the domain D = 
C\( - co, 01. Assume that F(x) is real and boundedfor x E R+ = (0, nj), and 
that (Im z)(Im F(z)) 3 Of or z E D. Then there is a finite positive measure dp 
on R + such that 
F(z)=j7- (z--)(z+j,) ‘dp(;l)+c, -ED, (4.4) 
0 
where c is a real constant. dp is given by 
dp(x) = (2nx) ’ ,limo Im F( --x + iy) dx, x > 0. (4.5) 
Proof: It follows from the assumption that a variant of Herglotz’s 
theorem holds (see, e.e., Stone [3, Theorem 10.361) 
F(z)=xz+p+j+r (&+1)(2-z) ' da(i), Imz#O, 
., 
where do is a linite positive measure on R, while c( 30 and p are real 
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constants. In the present case there are some simplifications due to the 
special properties of F. 
First, we have do(A) = 0 for i > 0 since F is analytic on R +. By replacing 
j. by -2, and writing a(,%) for a( -j*), we thus obtain 
F(z)=2z+/l+jn7 (i-z- l)(~+A))‘da(j~), z~D,do(%)>O. (4.6) 
Next we show that 2 = 0. To this end we use the relation 
(AZ- l)(z+%-‘=z-(1 +z’)(z+i>) ’ 
to transform (4.6) into 
a + lldall - Jv-' z(z + i)- ' h(i) (z + i.)-' da(i). (4.7) 
0 
Suppose that E > 0. If we let z -+ a;, along R+, the first integral in (4.7) 
tends to lI&II (monotone convergence), so that the first term on the right 
of (4.7) is asymptotically equal to CIZ. Since the second integral in (4.7) 
tends to zero as z -+ a, we have a contradiction to the boundedness of F(I) 
for ; E R +. This shows that c( = 0. 
After eliminating u from (4.6), we note that the integrand in (4.6) is 
monotone increasing from - l/L to j, as z varies from 0 to + co. Since F(z) 
remains bounded in this process, it follows by the monotone convergence 
theorem that 
(To be more precise, as z --, +cc the integrand in (4.6) is positive on 
[ 1, co) and increases to j>, while it is not necessarily positive on (0, I ) but 
converges uniformly to i. Similarly for z -+ 0.) 
Finally we write 
(j-z- l)(z+j.)~‘=~(%+j~-‘)(z-3.)(=+3.)~’+~(%-3. -‘), 
to deduce from (4.6) 
F(z 
where 
)=P’+i*: (z-%)(z+%)-’ d/3(%), 
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This proves (4.4); note that dp is a finite positive measure by (4.8). The 
explicit form (4.5) of dp is a standard result for the Stieltjes transform, 
obtained by letting z approach --x from above. 
Proqf qf Lemma 4.2. Let 
The transformation z H [ maps the strip Im zI <a onto D, with the real 
axis mapped onto the positive real axis, and with the upper [lower] open 
half-strip mapped onto the upper [lower] half-plane. Thus F satisfies the 
assumption of Lemma 4.2, yielding 
On writing p = ezi”‘, --cc) <A < a, and l)(p) = v(j”), we obtain the desired 
result (4.2). Equation (4.3) is obtained from (4.5) by the transformation 
(4.9). 
ADDENDUM 
In the text we assumed that ,f’, g’ E L’(R). We conjecture that this is 
necessary for R,,, 30. To support it, we prove 
PROPOSITION A.l. Let f(x) = sign(x) (so that (f(P) is the Hilberr trans- 
form). Then there is no g E L”(R) ( real-valued), other than constants, such 
that R,, p > 0. 
Proof: If R,:, > 0, the argument given in Introduction shows that 
R,+&O, n=1,2 ,..., where g,, = i,, * gg C”(R) with the Friedrichs 
mollifier <, (here the assumption that g’ E L’ is not necessary). If we show 
that g,, = const, it will follow that g = const, too. 
Thus we may assume from the outset that gg C”(R). Since if(P) is the 
Hilbert transform, R,, y has smooth kernel n -‘(g(x) - g(y))/(x - ,r). Thus 
R,. K 3 0 implies that 
g’(x) 3 0, (d-y) - dJ’))*/(x- Y)‘C g’(-x) d(J). (5.1) 
Suppose that g is not a constant. As in Section 2, it follows that g is 
strictly increasing. But (5.1) implies that 
a.~,.Clog((g(.~)- g(?‘))-log(-- y)l>O for X>J. 
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Integrating this on a < J’ < h < c < .K < d, we obtain 
(g(c) - g(u))(g(4 - g(hNg(u’) - s(a)) ’ (g(c) - g(h)) ’ 
>(c-a)(&b)(d-a)-’ (c-h) ‘. 
If we let a+ --r, and then d-+ +x, the right member tends to + ;c, 
while the left member remains bounded because g( + x) are finite. This is 
a contradiction. 
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